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Preface
I FEEL TRULY HAPPY to tell you that more than a book, it is like friends chatting up, sharing
whatever we can together to enhance the wellness space.
It is my humble belief that any person, in whatever state of consciousness and life positioning, is
in some special ways, better than a wisdom-book, for the purpose of life & living learning. I
must tell you, I have learnt and more importantly, unlearnt, primarily from people. Books
somehow are people-matter in text- format. Collective consciousnesses are ideally vast universe
to learn the artistry of individual wellness and excellence from.
Change, as we all know, is accepted as the only constant in the transient world. We are however,
not going to talk about change in this perspective, as this change is an auto process, much of it
being a product of the cyclic evolution in time and space dimensions. We are talking about
changes in the personal domain, changes in mindsets, perspectives and attitudes, which we have
to consciously bring about for empowering our consciousness to attain life- living wellness and
personal excellence. Moreover, we are not confining deliberation of changes only to the above
notions. We are taking the idea of change to a domain beyond contemporary discussion.
In this book, we are accepting change not as something tangible and material but intangible and
ideational. There are good reasons for doing so. The central issue is why there is a need for this
type of intangible changes to happen in our deep consciousness. That is why we have upped the
boundaries of our talks about change by stretching it into the modern contemporary notions
about core issues of Consciousness, Cognition and Causality in our world. We are talking about
changes in holistic, assimilative and integrative perspectives to bring about the objective and
singular logic in favor of such changes. Moreover, we are also going to talk about „What, Why
and How‟ of the changes in personal domain. All these talks are aimed at empowering your
consciousness to enhance your life- living wellness and augment the potential of your personal
excellence. There always is a purpose to an endeavor and change has utility only when it leads to
larger wellness and excellence in life.
However, before we dig into these talks, there has to be a humble admittance – Any word,
however well meant and well spelt, is a possible suspect of „misrepresentation‟. There is a simple
reason. Do you remember when your flight is about to land, the pilot aborts the landing, jolting

your peace, just because something as insignificant as a „stray dog‟ happens to be on the
runway?
You already know, how similar is the fate of human words, which we all accept as the best and
worthy carriers of human „intentions‟. This airplane of human words, carrying good and noble
intentions need to make a good, smooth and safe landing on the runway of another human‟s
mind consciousness, which again is worthy and hugely able.
Still, the good intentioned words sometimes fail to land on the mind of others, as there is some
„insignificant‟, yet potentially fatal obstacle standing midway the runway!
It is believed, “If the hypothesis is right, the idea is accepted as right”. If two people have an
assimilative and integrative attitude, one can easily see that root trouble is in subjectivity of the
hypotheses. This helps in resolution of conflict of ideas.
Friendship is one positioning, where assimilation and integration about divergent hypotheses has
larger accommodative space. A seed is more objectively accommodative in space than a grown
up tree. Friendship is seed positioning. That is why, at the very start, I very affectionately request
you to be my friend and accept this all as one long conversation between friends. Kindly, accept
this not as a book but a „confabulation‟ between friends. This, I am confident, shall engender
smoothness of navigation and fruition of the entire exercise.
It is a heart-felt realization that our very worthy ancestors; who had the intelligence and courage
to face the worst, life made them to, so that we inherit a better beautiful world; have already said
almost all good things. What I can do is present them in new set of words with novelty of
references.
The only justification of me telling them is that all goodness and wellness ideas and words need
to be repeated and retold, to add to their all-pervasiveness.
At the age of 47, I can say with innocence that getting old is such a beautiful and satisfying
experience. It makes the „self‟ accept the „utility and fruition‟ of holistic, assimilative and
integrative consciousness. Getting old has probably pushed „me‟ close to the „eligibility‟ of
perhaps beginning to understand as what essentially is there to be understood!

I chat up with you to share with you whatever is part of my consciousness. All wisdoms say,
human is designed to live in state of „flux‟, a state of instinctive semi consciousness. To jolt
oneself out of this, one must challenge itself; something humanity has done since millions of
years. What stays with you is what sinks in. Wisdom is what we internalize.
I share with you whatever I have internalized in my life. All my previous 14 ebooks have been
humbly intended to be only this affectionate and compassionate sharing with you, what I have
internalized.
**

At The Very Outset
Dare To Prove Yourself Wrong…The Best Thing You Can Do For Yourself…. Why!
All wisdoms say – humans are designed to live in state of „oblivion‟, a state of instinctive semi
consciousness nothingness, a state of blissful inertia, a status quoist comfort zone. To jolt oneself
out of this, to eject out of this „nothingness‟ to full and absolute „everythingness‟; one must
challenge itself, something humanity has done since four million years. This is the doorway to
common sense; evolution confirms it. It is better to challenge ourselves, as it feels bad when
others point out mistakes in us. Moreover, others may not have the perseverance to keep telling
you that you need to change. My humble, affectionate and compassionate attempt is to put in the
ideas here for readers to internalize, so that elemental and seed- level changes could be
understood and initiated within oneself. Internalizing needs you to drop your narcissism that you
„know it right‟. You may already; however, it is always ideal to stretch the horizon of your
righteousness, as this evolution empowers your consciousness and leads to enhanced life- living
wellness and personal excellence. We are definitely talking about this here. Dare to prove
yourself wrong. If you do not, you are right on your own right. Then, so are others! There has to
be a sense, which is common and it comes out of the assimilation of one‟s subjective
consciousness to objective higher consciousness. Do Let This Sink In, It Shall Stay…!
**

The Core Question Of Wellness
There is a saying which goes like, “the questions you possess is half your destiny, the answers
you accept remains the other half but, both halves of destinies are poorly linked by a narrow strip
of pathway or a bridge called „innocence of consciousness‟ across an ocean of dualism. What is
this bridge about and what this dualism stands for? We shall talk about this all. Kindly mark the
two notions, „innocence of consciousness‟ and „dualism‟ in your memory as we shall deal with
these two in details in this book.
There always have been questions, which help us extend our domain of wisdom. Number of
questions we accept, more we open ourselves to newer probabilities of realism. We however
usually happily restrict ourselves to fewer questions as initially; questions unsettle our comfort
and us. It is natural that people with fewer questions shall have wherewithal of lesser answers.
We shall talk here about how true knowledge alone can lead us to larger wellness and true
knowledge is a cyclic process of accepting more questions and evolving improved answers.
Evolution of humanity in millions of years has been a process of this cyclicality. This is absolute
utility for us. The imagery of closed door, as used on the cover of the book is a huge symbol of
how we restrict and even constrict our knowledge by closing our minds of many questions and
ideas, which we feel uncomfortable with. Our knowledge is the base material from which most
of our joys, wellness and excellence are created. This knowledge is a product of a magnanimous
mind consciousness, which allows and lets even uncomfortable and unfriendly ideas and
questions sink in. What sinks in, stays and knowledge is a function of this memory of fruitfully
processed experiences, which stays after deep sinking in. Therefore, the first intelligence in all
humans is the innocence. We talked above about the importance of the bridge called innocence,
which connects two part destinies into one whole. This intelligence of innocence is in being an
open door person, allowing this sinking in to happen so that utility and fruition stays.
Answers too have always been there. As we talked earlier, accepting questions is one part of
destinies but other part remains as how we accept answers. It is not easy for most people to
accept objective, singular answers in holistic, assimilative and integrative way. Their subjective
consciousnesses are happy with the inertia of comfort of answers that suit their own state of
mind. The simple understandable fact is, we do not and cannot create realisms and truths. In our
subjective consciousnesses, we feel, we have „our‟ own answers and they are right. The objective

reality is that answers are always singular as truth happens to be singular, even as we think, we
can create different truths and answers to one question. Truth is there since billions of years. We
therefore do not and cannot create answers of all questions of humanity. We can and we do
however, unravel and discover answers and realisms, which are already there. All idealisms of
realisms are only unraveled, as they all are already created there, within and outside our
conscious self. Be it the brilliant philosophers or scientists, they all have only discovered
realisms, never created them. Gravity was discovered by scientists, not created as, it was and
shall remain there much before the question of gravity came to us. True and singular objective
answers are there, even when questions are not even born.
The idea to put forward in this book is simple. There are questions and they are important
because only when we accept questions, we move to discover the answers, which are already
there. This is the singular objective road to knowledge building. However, wisdom or knowledge
comes in stages; they are not usually arrived at suddenly. Like answers, questions are also born
and evolved in time and space dimensions. Long history of humanity shows us how key lifeliving questions evolved in stages and their answers too came in stages. That is why we have to
constantly move away and beyond our current state of mind consciousness, which has the
instinctive inclination for accepting and be happy with comfort of inertia of few questions and
subjectively created answers. We talk about this change in our mindsets and perspectives.
Opening the door and being prepared to be at the readiness of acceptance of the intelligence of
innocence is the primary change in attitude we are talking about in this book.
The question, „why do you want to change me‟, is the primary energy to break you free of the
inertia and move you towards those answers of the crucial questions of humanity, whose answers
have now been discovered with great objectivity and singularity, even while they were already
there since ages. It seems, we have evolved to redesign the key questions of humanity and accept
newer answers, in novel perspectives. This is intended to move you to real questions, which you
probably have not yet asked truly and that is why not reached to their very meaningfully useful
answers. This is aimed at empowering your consciousness to enhance your life- living wellness
and personal excellence. We shall elaborate the idea in course of the book.
As we said, “A man or woman is known by the questions he/she has”. This is one side of the
coin though. The choice of questions that a person is endowed with, is truly important but not all.

Most people are confronted with same questions of humanity but choose to keep only those with
them, which they feel comfortable with. Most people live out their lives with a few questions,
not even aware about thousands of them. Instinctively, human choice is invariably the inertia of
comfort. This comfort of inertia is often a huge advocacy for status quo and against change. We
shall talk about it in details here.
Answers are the other side of the coin and the answer, or the set of answers we accept in totality
make us what we are. It is crucial to accept that there are true objective and singular answers of
humanity‟s questions since ages, as realism was created billions of years before we came. Still,
different people have chosen and they keep choosing their own subjective answers, often far
away from the true objective and singular answers. One can always ask, “where are the true
answers, even if we so happily accept that our questions are right and true? ” The trouble is,
humans are instinctively arrogant and this intuitively leads most of us to believe that all our
questions and their subjective answers are truly right. This arrogance emanates out of humans
being on top of the pyramid of creatures and his ability to change nature around him/her. There
can be other reasons too, the primary one being our own design, which structures our subjective
consciousnesses! We are definitely talking about all these here.
Even when we put up a mental screen to it, the q uestions never cease to chase us and answers are
seldom easy acceptance. This is something, which is part of the human mechanism. Most of us
are trigger- happy ignoring and even summarily rebuffing the questions and answers not falling in
our comfort zone and wellness boundaries. Here, we are talking about one key question of
humanity, which almost everyone asks to self or others in his or her lifetime in modern societal
milieu. This question is also one faces from others. The question is:
“Why Do You Want Me To Change?”
As, questions are half the destiny, let us first attempt to understand the dynamics of the
mechanism of the question itself. This may put us in good stead while answering it. This is
primary wisdom for all. We all must first understand a question in its dualism. We need to see
and accept multidimensionality of the question then only we can proceed towards the desirable
process of an integrative and assimilative answer.
Let the mechanism be understood first. Let us take one step at a time.

At conception, the sperm and egg meet to form a single cell determining the genetic potential.
About 60% of the genes are dedicated to brain development. This is being reiterated here to
bring forth the point as to how important brain and mind is for humans as even at a stage where
the human form is in single cell, majority of genes are for brain development. There is more.
Three to four weeks after conception, a thin layer of cells forms on the embryo. The cells fold
and fuse to form a liquid filled tube. This is the basis of the brain and spinal cord. The
mechanism now established beyond doubt by science only broadly hints at the fact that even
before embryo stage, the focus of creation is in building the mind which only at much later stage
would be faced with all questions and all answers of humanity.
By birth the brain has developed the total 100 billion brain cells, or „neurons‟, it possesses.
However, the brain is a work in progress. Most of the neurons are still immature. The cells need
to be activated and the connections between neurons are weak or have not yet been formed. This
is just a humble reminder of the fact that consciousness is an evolutionary e ntity and needs
„activation‟. It does not get „on‟ by a switch at one moment.
Although genes begin the process of brain development, it is the experiences of the child that
now start to take over this process. These experiences trigger the electrical activity necessary to
enable the brain to develop connections and grow. The purpose of telling you all this is to
juxtapose the facts that brain mechanisms and its functioning in milieus inside and outside us are
crucial for life- living wellness and excellence. This mechanism may be said to be leading to the
following propositions:
1. Modern science is not still fully in knowledge of all possible aspects of consciousness; still,
there seems a lurking possibility that consciousness precedes creation. In other words, it is not
necessary that consciousness is created only when the single cell at conception goes on to form a
fully developed human child in nine months. It may well start at this single cell level itself! It
may just be that as life evolves from a single cell to trillions of cells to build a human child, the
consciousness also takes along the same route and evolves not only quantitatively but also
qualitatively! Probably, consciousness shifts from objective one at cell level to subjective one
after life takes shape. This proposition we shall talk about in detail later, as how it helps us in our
question-answer evolution.

2. The key question, which emerges from understanding of the above mechanism is „what, how
and why‟ about consciousness. It precedes all other questions of humanity, as it is the
consciousness, which understands questions and accepts answers. That is why we have our focus
on mechanism to arrive at consciousness. The scientists now say, even at the single cell level,
how the early genes go on in their work to create brain and other parts of human body is hugely
dependent on the „environment‟ which may be both external as well as internal. So, a
consciousness is affected by very early „environment‟ even before embryo is formed and later
when child is born, rest of the brain and his or her consciousness depends on the environment.
3. Finally, the larger „environment‟, after birth, which we may sum up as the contemporary and
dominant culture at the particular time and space, majorly decides the final shape of his or her
mind. The consciousness, which a questioner has and is at the core of the understanding of the
question, is only 2 percent his or her gene. This may be good or bad but 98 percent of his or her
consciousness depends on the ambient cultural environment.
Therefore, it is interesting to first see and understand the current level of consciousness of the
questioner asking, “why do you want to change me” and then look back at the dominant
environment which shaped and colored his or her co nsciousness. The question may well be
objective and singular as quantum consciousness admits the wave/particle dualism. But, the
moment it lands on the individual mind, the question becomes subjective and takes multiple and
plural positioning as subjective consciousness immediately colors and shapes the purview of the
question. This is to be understood…
The questions of humanity are the same but a question, which a particular person shall accept or
ask, does not hold single and uniform meaning. The ambient milieus, in which a person lives and
has grown up, shades his consciousness and this dominant shade of his or her consciousness also
extends this dominant shade to the question. The same happens with the answer one accepts.
That is why the humanity has such a diverse culture and personal attitudes within single society
and even within a family. This diversity is unique in the living world as no other species other
than humans have this quantum of diversity. This realism is our strength as well as a huge
limitation for personal growth.

We all know about different colors of consciousness and the personality positioning that it
shapes up for different humans of the world. The ancient Oriental wisdom reiterated that
individual consciousness is not the same for all people, as different people are born with and
evolved into different shades of consciousness. Science now says that there are seven shades or
memes of consciousness and they can be ascribed different colors like red, blue, green, yellow,
etc. Therefore, the above question as “Why Do You Want Me To Change”, or even other
questions of life and living takes multiple probabilistic meanings and colors, depending upon the
personality positioning as per his or her color of consciousness, which itself is the product of his
or her larger ambient and dominating cultural and physical environment.
So, the above question can take following different meanings and tones:
1. Why on earth is there a need for me to change, I am doing perfectly fine!
2. Who the hell are you to ask me to change?
3. Why should I change and even if I have to, why should I listen to you.
4. Oh! do you think you are God! Even God cannot ask me that!
5. Why should I change if I am not convinced there is something wrong about it.
6. Okay, I can change if you first logically tell me where I am wrong.
7. I am open to change but only for someone who first accepts me as I am.
8. I would change only for someone who loves me blindly.
9. I accept changes but it would be tough as I was made this way.
10. Give me time, support me in the meanwhile, I am a slow learner! Etc.
The basic realism is, as we have now the knowledge that the very mechanism of humanity is a
life- long evolution. Our brain and mind evolve life- long and so does our consciousness, evolving
to newer and varied experiences. This in itself is the core and cardinal answer of the above
question. This is what we know as the journey of consciousness. From the single cell level to a
mature person, this consciousness is there in different dimensions and domains. Just stay at the
idea and let this sink in. Try to sit calm in a peaceful place and let your mind consciousness
journey back to your earliest memory of yourself, when you were probably two or three years
old. Try to recollect and actually live the consciousness you had as two-year old. Snap back and

assess the same with your current consciousness. You shall definitely see, how magnificently
amazing this journey of your consciousness has been. You shall see how this sense of one
singular you being present throughout the journey looks a false idea. There may look like „you‟
being there in parts in all different „yous‟ but not one singular you in fullness. This is evolution
and growth for you. Your consciousness, at any particular stage of life is a virtual agency, which
is a function of your body state and the knowledge levels you have. As both body and knowledge
keep changing and evolving, consciousness also keeps changing. Body is tangible and
knowledge is intangible. As consciousness is a bridge between the two, it has intangible
character. The body as tangible element in consciousness being the key constant, we feel a
continuity of sorts – feeling a feeble sense of „we‟ being present all along our journey of aging.
However, our consciousness also having the intangible element of evolved knowledge in its
composition, we feel only a part of we being there all throughout. This we are elaborating to
bring home the fact that aging of body is not that important. Important is the evolution of
knowledge as it is this component of consciousness, which essentially defines our
consciousnesses. And as this major component is intangible, we feel unsettled and unresolved
about it. That is why we keep saying that „self‟ is the biggest mysticism and all external
mysticism of life emanates out of this core mysticism. This also bring out the challenge for all of
us. Body being tangible, we have the instinctive attitude to care more about it and its evolution,
whereas knowledge being intangible, we usually miss its larger importance in shaping our
consciousness. This needs to change. We are humans and we do have this definitive edge over
other species. We always need to consciously accept the predominant influence of intangible
knowledge in our consciousness. This is a must for our wellness and excellence.
As we said above, there can be a singular idea of a question and there can be one singular answer
of the question too. However, this does not usually happen as the dualism of the cultured mind
and consciousness colors and shapes the questions and answers in unending plurality. For those,
who arrive at the non-dualistic consciousness, all questions and answers become singular and
therefore easy to understand and accept. This is the core idea of the book. We all are „right‟ in
our subjective consciousness and that is why we have different answers of same questions. Our
subjective consciousness, colored by different cultures and milieus, accepts different answers.
This is primary reason, why we need to change this. The change is moving the consciousness

from this state of dualism to the non-dualistic consciousness, which accepts singular answers of
all major questions of humanity.
Naturally, this is not an easy process. What helps in successfully attaining it and arriving at this
non-dualistic consciousness is knowing and accepting the mechanism. No doubt, humans are
much more than their mechanism and even the knowledge of this mechanism is still evolving
and probably shall evolve always. However, knowing helps. We shall deal with mechanism of
dualism and idea of this non-dualistic consciousness in this book.
The core and unavoidable idea about our mechanism is that every person‟s consciousness, which
accepts a question and an answer, has a dominant shade of consciousness, even when other
shades may well be there, not so active in the subconscious mind. Moreover, the mind
consciousness keeps evolving and changing as brain pathways keep building, depending on the
milieus in which a person lives and moves. This itself suggests that as an individual, we all have
a consciousness, which keeps changing and evolving life- long and that is why, our
consciousnesses shall always have newer questions and newer answers. This book is not about
telling you why changes are inevitable. It is about making you consciously aware about
mechanism and dynamics of changes, so that you could be in command of changes and not
getting swayed and commanded by them.
Change is intrinsic in our mechanism and that is why a changing consciousness must be allowed
to first understand and then accept changes consciously, as this is the way our consciousness
evolves to larger wellness and excellence. If we block our minds and refuse changes in our
personality, as per the evolving consciousness, we are actually hampering our own wellness and
excellence. We need to understand this in detail. This book is all about that.
Talking about the need to change our questions and answers and the way we look at our lifeliving troubles, the most crucial aspect is of understanding consciousness. The primary question
of „who we are‟ comes first and now, when we have enough scientific, objective and credibly
singular mechanism to understand details about our consciousness, there has to be a major
change in the way we perceive of our own being, our consciousness and our sense of life and
living. Naturally, when this happens, the question, „why do you want to change me‟, acquires
justified importance and singular objective utility.

There is a major paradigm shift in how we have understood all the age-old questions and
traditional answers of humanity. It is only natural that as we gear up to change our position vis-àvis understanding them, we all get into the need to change. Let us understand it.
It is said, a very famous Russian writer, who won Nobel Prize for literature and is acclaimed as
one of the best ever in world literature, renounced all his writings in his lifetime itself. In his last
days, he almost abandoned everything, even his writings. He talked of compassion and things,
which his writings probably had not accommodated. This is not unusual. Many people chase lot
many dreams and even become hugely successful in their pursuits, garnering name and fame for
them. However, in the last part of their journey, they discredit them as futile and talk of
something, which they always neglected in their lives.
Since long, literature has been the prime source of presenting the conflicts of life and living and
many of great literary works even suggested answers and solution. They were all subjective and
as the literature never understood the core and objective mechanism of consciousness, questions
and answers about life and living taken up by literature almost always started and ended in
conflicts and more conundrum. We talked earlier about how you shall feel your own
consciousness as partial realism as you go down memory lane.
The philosophy and religion also attempted unsuccessfully to raise questions and provide
answers but they too failed. Philosophy and religion, like literature, only added conflicts and
conundrum to all questions and answers of humanity. There is a reason to it. We shall talk about
this issue here in summary only, as we wish to keep focusing on our core topic of consciousness
and changes necessitated by new wisdom.
Thousands of years back, when humans started understanding key questions, which his
instinctive mechanism of intelligent observations made him to, he started a practice of finding
answers, which was the only way available then, given his level of brain development. All
around him, things happened and he could not understand why? What he observed with the help
of his six senses were in fact „effects‟ of something. As many of these „effects‟ either enhanced
his survival or jeopardized it, both ways he needed the answers as why they happened. Some of
them found a way. They started imagining about the whole chain of „effects‟ and then speculated

about the „cause‟. This is „reverse intelligence‟, which attempted to ascertain „cause‟ from
„effect‟.
Observable realities are more than often, only „effects‟ of something which is the cause but not
empirically observable. The Sun was always observed as rising from east and then moving
towards west to set. This effect of a particular cause was imagined and the erroneous wisdo m
that was created was that the earth was solid and stagnant whereas the Sun moved. The earth was
observed as flat and it was accepted this way.
Both religion and philosophy accepted this „reverse intelligence‟ and as ascertaining the cause
from effects was a function of imaginations, same „effects‟ were ascribed plurality of „causes‟
and even the effects were interpreted in similar pluralities on the basis of opinion, conjecture,
imagination, hearsay, dogma, ideology, fantasy and fiction having no measurable and proven
basis.
This „reverse intelligence‟ continued till very recently, may be till some 200-300 years ago when
pure science started to come with proven, measurable and singular answers. Now we are at a
stage, where science has made great headway in understanding the mechanism of consciousness,
which has changed many popular cultural notions about life- living questions and the answers.
However, it has to be accepted without doubts that this „reverse intelligence‟ actually also helped
ancient humans in a big way. Lot many learning and discoveries were made possible by this
mechanism and humanity benefitted a lot. Farming and animal husbandry is one such boon.
Humans observed plants growing from seeds and this effect they replicated with success.
The only trouble is, there were some effects, which they could not imagine right and still
included them as part of their religiously sanctioned cultures. Evolution of humanity growingly
provided right answers about this objective cause-effect mechanism. However, as culture and
traditions are so deeply ingrained in human mind mechanism, it is still very hard for most people
to accept anything that is new to this contemporary culture and ancient wisdom of religion,
which is the largest chunk of a culture.
We live in the 21st century where modern science has unleashed an objective and singular
wisdom about realisms. We all have to come out of the age-old culture, which still lurks deep
inside our consciousness. This old wisdom of reverse intelligence has to give space to modern

objective and holistic intelligence of proven and replicable causality. As we said above, the
important constituent of our consciousness is the intangible element of knowledge, which needs
to be upgraded and updated. We cannot have our bodies in 21st century and knowledge in 19th .
This spells disaster for our consciousnesses. It has to be understood that most conflicts and chaos
are inside us, well in our deep consciousness. The conflicts get enhanced if we have
contradictions within our consciousness. The consciousness is a bridge, a virtual agency between
the body and mind. If the two lack mutual harmony, symmetry and linearity, the consciousness is
bound to be conflicted. Especially, if we have contradictory and conflicting ideas in our
knowledge, our consciousness shall be conflicted and our wellness and excellence shall be
missing. This we all need to change. We all need to consciously weed out conflicts from our
consciousness and for this, there has to be perfect harmony, symmetry and linearity in our
knowledge. For this to happen, we need to open doors, accept utility and fruition of newer
questions and evolving answers, which collective wisdo m of humanity engenders for us.
Our consciousness is predominantly intangible and it accepts utility of all intangible elements of
inner and outer milieus more than tangible factors. We therefore need to change our perspectives
in a way as to allow larger importance of intangible elements in our decision- making. As we
talked earlier, you are in your perspective and your perspective is in you. For example, in a race
for 400-meter sprint, there shall be ten people running for it. However, the winner shall only be
one person and this person shall be the one who shall have better intangible elements of
endurance, determination, sense of success, egoistic sense of superiority, et al. The physical
strength of body being a constant, almost common in all those in the race. It is empirically
observed by we all that success in life is almost always a function of intangible factors
mentioned above. We all need to accept that and suitably change our perspectives to be in sync
and tune with this realism of life- living wellness and excellence. In our lives, the physical
tangible matters are only a common, constant and generic realism. What matters most and stands
as a definitive decider of success, wellness and excellence, is the „intangible factors‟, as they are
discretionary, uncommon and specific. We shall discuss in this book as how we can arrive at the
continuity and permanency of this specific consciousness, as against the generic consciousness,
to be in perpetuity of wellness and excellence.
**

The New Thinking Necessitates Changes
The question about wellness and goodness of life and living is ubiquitous. The question has been
there in different forms since millions of years. They still are. However, new issues of wellness
and goodness have been added, as we all are heading for a world, which is fast becoming
complex – physically as well as mentally, resulting in far more conflicts and conundrum. This
presents the challenge of updating our consciousnesses by upgrading our knowledge. It is the
widening gap between collective and individual knowledge spheres, which causes more conflicts
and chaos both for individual as well as the society.
The new millennium has heralded a new thinking. It was brewing up for over two decades but
now as we moved into 21st century; we have a wisdom to answer many questions of wellness in a
completely new light. The answers have come up, as there has been a change in perception about
the three core notions, essential for wellness and goodness.
These three core notions are called: 3Cs – Cognition, Consciousness and Causality. The new
thinking offers new and scientifically appropriate perceptions about the three notions and helps
humanity in understanding them in a new light. This is a huge boost for confidence required for
empowerment and wellness. We shall talk about them in the next chapter.
Every new thing is received with skepticism. It is only natural. Most of us have a narcissistic
affection towards what we think as right and just. It is our mechanism and also, somehow this
aversion to changes, if unexplained, offers egoistic comfort to our general wellness. No wisdom,
no science, not even divinity are effective enough to open the closed doors of mind of a person if
he or she is egoistically attached to his or her fixated subjective notions for his or her
personalized wellness. This wellness is however very restrictive and often short- lived.
Millions of people globally are benefitting by this new thinking and new perceptions about the
3Cs. This new thinking emerges out of the experience and knowledge of humanity for the last
millions of years. In the past, usually, all critical issues of life and living were addressed either
with extreme „scientific positivism‟ or with dogmatic „religious reductionism‟. The right answers
for wellness therefore looked elusive for humanity, be it relationships, faith or conscious ness.
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